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In a typical air-cooled sleaTn condenser of a power generat-
ing plant, the turbine erhaust steam flows uia a distrzbution
pipe or diuiding header into nurnerous finned tubes or lat-
erals. The sleam flo, distribution in air-cooled condensers
must be quantified to o,ssure a sufficiently high steam flow
rate into eaery lateral to auoid the accumulation of non-
condensable gases in the lower section of any lateral. The

flo, through a lateral is. o,mongst others, a function of the

flo, resistance al lhe laleral tnlet u,hich, can be erpressed
in terms of a loss coefficient. The magnitude of the lateral
inlet loss coefficient as found in a typtcal air-cooled con-
denser is inuestigated erperimentally. It is found that the
inlet /oss coefficients of the indiuidual laterals al,ry, with
the first lateral (upstret,Tn lateral) erperiencing the great,est

aalue. Furtherrnore it is obserued that the inlet loss coef-

ficienls are a furction' of the diuiding header flo, ueloc-
ity. A reduction, zn inlet loss coefficzent can be oblained by

placing a backward facing ste.p or a small wedge-like ramp
upstream of the first lateral or by installing a suitable grzd
near the lateral tnlets.

2. Equally spaced laterals suck off flow from the dividing
header. As the nett dividing header flow is perpendicular
to the laterals, flow separation from the edges of the lat-
eral inlets occurs because of inertia forces. The entering
flow forms a vena contracta and during the re-expansion,

::J:".tsible 
conversions or losses in mechanical energy oc-

Figure 1 Diagram of an air-cooled condenser

Header inlet Section f

Laterals

Figu re 2 Lateral in let configu ration in experimental
apparatus

Definition of the Inlet Loss Coefficient

Referrir,g to Figure 2,, the energy equation is applied to
the flow between section h in the header and a section I
in a lateral at a distan ce L1 downstream of its inlet where
the flow is fully developed and the inlet loss coefiicient is
defined by the following equation:

Nornenclature

Darcy friction factor
Loss coefficient
Length
Pressure
Velocity
Energy correction coeffic.ient

Density

il7-'
m/s

kg/-t

Subscripts

e Equivalent
h Header
i Inlet
I Lateral
t)r Velocity ratio

Introduction

A typical air-cooled steam condenser is shown in Figure 1.

Steam enters the finned tubes or laterals from a pipe or
dividing header. The flow situation found in the dividing
header of an air-cooled cotrdenser is simulated experimen-
tally in a test, section as shown diagrammatically in Figure
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(o' + rn#)+ = ff * a'^+)

where eeh is the energy correction factor in the header. It
is assumed that the velocity distribution is uniform at L1

and the flow is incompressible.
The Darcy friction factor for turbulent flow in a

high aspect ratio flattened finned tube (modern air-cooled
single-row-condenser tube) may be approximated by the
following equation which is applicable to flow between par-
allel plates: 1

f n (z log, o (Rr, fB') 1.19) - 
2

mass flow rate through each lateral and thereby its air ve-

locity. Each pipe has two pressure tappings situated lm
apart over which the pressure loss due to pipe friction is
mea^sured and converted to a ma^ss flow rate via a cali-
bration equation. The header velocity is determined by
means of a pitot static tube facing into the wind tunnel
outlet, positioned l00mm upstream of the first lateral and
in the centre of the header cross-sectional flow area. Every
lateral has two pairs of pressure tappings facing each other
on the top and bottom plates of the lateral inlet box, situ-
ated at a distance of 200mm and 350mm from the lateral
inlets. The differences in the pressure measured at these
tappings and the header pressure are used to determine
the lateral inlet loss coefficient. The header can be con-
figured in two different ways as shown in Figures 5 and 6,

respectively: two-dimensionally where the header, 330mm
wide and 190mm high, connects smoothly to the lateral
ends, and three-dimensionally where the header, 330mm
wide and 660mm high, allows the flow to enter the laterals
from the lateral ends as well. In an air-cooled condenser
often one or a combination of these two configurations is
found. In the two-dimensional configuration the plane of
the header opposite the lateral inlets can be left open or it
can be closed with a plate with ten pressure tappings situ-
ated opposite the laterals. The open configuration ensures
an approximately constant atmospheric header pressure.

An unquantifiable amount of ambient air, however, is also
sucked through the open plane to possibly influence the
magnitude of the lateral inlet loss coefficients. The plate
with the pressure tappings was used to investigate the va-
lidity of the experimental results obtained with the open
header configuration and good agreement was achieved.

Experimental Results

During all experiments mean lateral velocities were kept
uniform and constant at approximately 11 m/s. The nor-
mal inlet loss coefficients (/{o ) of the individual later-
als having sharp edged (90") inlets, were determined by
closing the remaini.tg nine laterals with masking tape to
achieve a flow contraction area ratio of practically zero
and with a zero header velocity. Due to inaccuracies that
had occurred during manufacturing of the apparatus, dif-
ferences were found in the individual values. The average
value was found to be 0.448 while the maximum deviation
was in the order of 8%.

The first experiment involved a single lateral with
a passing header flow of varying velocity in a two-
dimensional configuration. The lin, value of a single lat-
eral as a function of the header inlet velocity to lateral
velocity ratio, or in short, the velocity ratio is shown in
Figure 7 . The I{n, value increases almost linearly with
increasing header velocity. The data agree well with that
of Nosova2 and Van Heerden3 who, respectively, used lat-
erals of 40mrn width and 400mm height, and of 16mm
width and 182mm height.

The I{;,o, values of ten consecutive laterals are shown
in Figure 8 as a function of the velocity ratio for the twe

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

where Rq is based on the hydraulic diameter of the flat-
tened finned tube (drr).

In view of the fact that eeh is usually not known, it
is convenient to define the following loss coefficient:

Ii'i-Iit-orn4*r,rr? 
Ior?

This inlet loss coefficient can be determined from ex-
perimental data without having to consider the velocity
profile in the dividing header.

In order to make allowance for machining inaccura,-
cies that occur during the manufacturing of the laterals
of the experimental apparatus, the inlet loss coefficients
of the individual laterals are compared by making use of
a reference inlet loss coefficient which is subtracted from
Ki.The normal inlet loss coefficient, /to, is defined as the
inlet loss coefficient of a single lateral into which flow is
sucked from an infinite still reservoir.

Experirnen tal Apparatus

A plan view of the experimental apparatus is shown dia-
grammatically in Figure 3. The main part of the appa-
ratus, the lateral inlet box which is attached to the out-
let of a wind tunnel, consists of up to 10 equally spaced
laterals to simulate the flattened finned tube inlets of an
air-cooled condenser. Referring to the assembly drawing
shown in Figure 4, the laterals which have sharp edged
inlets, are 10mm wide, 190mm high and &00mm long and
are spaced at, a pitch of 40mm. The *ina tunnel out-
let represents a dividing header to which the lateral inlet,
box is fitted in such a way that the laterals branch off
perpendicularly to the nett header flow direction. Air is
sucked into the laterals by a centrifugal fan. The fan is
connected to a suction manifold which collects the flow
from the aluminium pipes being individually connected to
the lateral outlets. These pipes are used to determine the
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Legend: 1) Wind tunnel fan inlet; 2) Wind tunnel fan (cen-
trifugal); 3) Flow adjustment flaps; a) E"pansion chamber;
5) Screen; 6) Suction fan (centrifugal); 7) Suction fan flow
adjustment valve; 8) Aluminium pipes for flow measurement;
9) Suction manifold; 10) Pipe flow adjustment valves; 11)
Wind tunnel converging section; 12) Lateral inlet box; 13)
Pitot static tube; 14) Header; 15) Data acquisition system.

Figure 3 Plan view of entire apparatus

End elenation

Legend: 1) Calibrated aluminium pipe (for flow measure-
ment); 2) Lateral outlet manifold connecting each individual
lateral leading to calibrated aluminium pipes; 3) PVC blocks;
4) Pressure tappings in top and bottom aluminium plates; 5)
Lateral; 6) Lateral inlet face; 7) Pressure tapping fitting; 8)
Top and bottom alu miniu m plates with 30mm x 3mm grooves
at 40mm pitch.

Figu re 4 Assembly drawing of lateral inlet box with
rn ecting ma n ifold

Legend: 1) Lateral inlet box; 2) Lateral inlets; 3) Top and
bottom plates; 4) Header; 5) Detachable converging section;
6) Fixed wind tunnel outlet section | 7) Wall for closed con-
figu ration ; 8) Pitot static tu be.

Figure 5 Lateral inlet box attached to wind tunnel outlet in
two-dimensional configuration indicating the difFerence

between open and closed header

Legend: 1) Lateral inlet box; 2) Lateral inlets; 3) Extension
plates of wind tu n nel outlet; 4) Pitot static tu be; 5) Fixed
wind tu n nel outlet section .

Figure 6 Lateral inlet box attached to wind tunnel outlet in
open th ree-dimensional configuration

dimensional configuration. The Kio, value of a single lat-
eral a's a function of the header inlet velocity to lateral
velocity ratio, or in short, the velocity ratio is shown in
Figure 7 . The Kio, value increases almost linearly with
increasirg header velocity. The data agree well with that

on
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For the three-dimensional configuration as in the ex-
perimental arrangement shown in Figure 6, the l{io, val-
ues of the laterals are shown in Figure 9, in which the Ki*
values of the first lateral of the standard configuration are

also presented. It can be seen that the Ki* value of the
first lateral of the three-dimensional configuration is lower
than that in the case of the standard configuration, while
that of the last lateral (No. 10) is almost the same a"s in
the two-dimensional configuration.
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respectively, used lat-
height, and of 16mm
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Figu re 7 Kio, values of a single lateral with sharp inlet
passing flow, two-dimensional configuration
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Figure 8 I{n, values of 10 laterals in two-dimensional
standard configuration compared to numerical solution

The lin, values of ten consecutive laterals are shown
in Figure 8 as a function of the velocity ratio for the two-
dimensional configuratiou. This configuration is called the
standard configuration t,o be referred to in cornparisons t,o

other geometric configurations. It can be seen that the
I{n, value of the first upstream lateral increases more sig-
nificantly as a function of increasing velocity ratio than
those of the remaining laterals. The last two laterals (No.
9 and No. 10) experience a decrease in their l:'n, value
with increasittg velocity ratio. A numerical investigation of
this flow situation was performed with the pHoENICS com-
puter code. The Ki* values determined from the solution
of the code agree well with those determined experimen-
tally as can be seen in Figure 8. The decrease in the Kio,
values of the last two laterals is also obtained with the
numerical investigation.
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Figure 9 Iin, values of 10 laterals in three-dimensional
sta n d ard configu ration
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Figure 10 Iin, values of 8 laterals in two-dimensional
configuration with backward a 20mm facing step 100mm

u pstrea m of fi rst late ra I

A backward facing 20mm step situated l00mm up-
stream of the first lateral of 8 (the first two laterals, No. 1

and No. 2, were closed to create the upstream distance) in
the open two-dimensional configuration reduces the I{;r,
value of this first lateral significantly compared to the first
lateral of the standard configuration. The reason for this
step is to facilitate the flow into the first upstream lateral
by generating a separation vortex. The experimental re-
sults are shown in Figure 10. Similarly a wedge, l0mm high
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and 20mm long, situated 80mm upstream of the first lat-
eral decreases the Kio, value of the first upstream lateral.
The experimental results are shown in Figure 11. The data
of both configurations are compared to the I\;o, values of
the first and the last lateral of the standard configuration.
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Figqre 11 Iin, values of 10 laterals in twedimensional
configuration with wedge 80mm u pstream of first lateral
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Figu re 12 Lateral inlets with grid configuration
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Kio, values of 10 laterals with grid and wedge

80mm upstream of the first lateral
Figu re 13

A grid used for industrial walk-ways is fitted to the
lateral inlets as shown in Figure 12. The function of the

grid is to prevent high velocity saturated water droplets
from causing erosion at the lateral inlets in the condensers.
The Ki* values of the laterals with the grid configuration
and an upstream wedge is shown in Pigure 13. Again a
reduction in the Ki* values is obtained.

In a practical air-cooled condenser the finned tubes
are welded to the header wall. The welding seam forms
a rounded inlet. In order to investigate the effect of this
rounding, the inlet edges at the lateral inlet are rounded
with a radius of 3mm to resemble the welding seam. The
normal inlet loss coefficients of the rounded inlets are de-
termined.
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Figure 14 I{,;o, values of 10 laterals with rounded inlet
edges in two-dimensional configuration
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Figu re 15 Red uced in let loss coefficient of 10 laterals with
rounded inlet edges in three-dimensional configuration

The average ,Ks" value is 0.089 which is significantly
lower than that of the sharp inlet configuration. Again
differences of the values of the individual laterals are ob-
served, which are found to deviate up to 50% from the
average value due to the small measured pressure differ-
ences. This large deviation results from the small pressure
change over the lateral inlets. The Kio, values for the two
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and three-dimensional header configurations are shown in
Figures 14 and 15, respectively. The Kn" values are found
to be lower than those of the standard configuration. A
similar trend of the I{;r, values is observed as in the case

of the sharp inlet configuration.

Discussion and Conclusion

The reason for the first (upstream) lateral experiencing
a relatively high inlet loss coefficient is primarily due to
the high local header velocity perpendicular to the lateral
inlet caused by the suction of the downstream laterals.
In the three-dimensional configuration this effect is shown
to be smaller since air is supplied to the laterals situated
downstream of the first lateral from the lateral sides and
therefore the velocity component in the free stream direc-
tion is smaller, hence the smaller inlet loss coefficient. The
rounded inlets have significantly smaller inlet loss coeffi-
cients than those with sharp edges.

The inlet loss coefficients presented in this paper can
be used in the modelling of the steam flow through an
air-cooled condenser.

The high inlet loss coefficient experienced by the first lat-
eral in some of the investigated cases can contribute to
the formation of dead zones in the first upstream finned
tubes as observed in existing air-cooled condensers since
the ma.ss flow rate into this tube is usually significantly
more impeded than that into the other tubes. The geome-
tries of the step, the wedge, and the grid can be applied
to facilitate the flow into these laterals.
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